Curiosity™ Smart Video Analytics
helps organizations, cities and public
spaces make smarter decisions with
data-driven insights.
This highly-adaptable and intelligent video analytics solution
integrates data, video sources and existing video assets to make
businesses, facilities, campuses and cities safer and smarter by
applying advanced analytics techniques.

Features:
Benefits:
■

■

■

■

Keep traffic flowing and transit safe with
integrated video, data and alerts
Protect students on campus while
achieving operational excellence
Provide downtown area insights on foot
traffic, parking, transportation and more
Drive retail success with business
intelligence and insights

Intrusion Detector and
Object Detector use reactive
recorded video as an
intelligent security platform
Traffic Analyzer and License
Plate Recognizer improve
transportation, security and
safety
Queue Detector and Activity
Visualizer enhance the
customer experience and
increase ROI

98% of video footage is not seen by anyone,
let alone acted upon.*
*Accenture

Curiosity Smart Video Analytics
Integrates disparate systems and sensors to provide a complete
view of seemingly different data points in a single pane of glass.
The solution helps drive actionable intelligence through an
automated workflow and visualization of distinct events.
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Additional Business Benefits:
■

■

■

Enterprise-scale video management to solve high-availability, redundancy,
scalability and cost issues with a secure and open platform.
Smart video analysis to get near real-time business insights and alerts with
advanced analytics.
Configurable rules for informed decisions to easily create rule-based alerts
and automate actions with intuitive GUI.

Find out what Sprint can do for you.
To learn more about Curiosity™ Smart Video Analytics, visit
https://business.sprint.com/solutions/smart-video-analytics/
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